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Deborah McElroy, President • Regional Airline Association
Deborah McElroy develops and implements association policy on a wide variety of regulatory issues, and
conducts Capitol Hill lobbying for the association.

Prior to joining RAA in 1987, she was employed by the U.S. International Trade Commission as their
senior aerospace industry analyst and the U.S. Department of Labor as an economist.

Ms. McElroy is the 2006 President of the Board of Governors for the Aero Club of Washington.  She also
serves on the NGATS Institute Management Council, the FSF’s Board of Governors, and the RTCA Policy
Board. She participates in the Transportation Security Administration’s Aviation Security Advisory
Committee, the U.S. Transportation Research Board’s Regional Aviation Subcommittee and several FAA
advisory committees.

A graduate of the University of Maryland, with a degree in economics, Ms. McElroy has accumulated
more than 20 years of experience in aviation, regulatory and trade issues.

John F. Walsh, President • Walsh Aviation

John Walsh, with more than 30 years experience in aerospace, founded Walsh Aviation in 1993, a
consulting service that specializes in forecasting the commercial and military aviation markets and
identifying new business opportunities in the aerospace industry.

He is frequently quoted in numerous aerospace reports by several media outlets including the Wall Street
Journal, Nightly Business Report, USA Today, World Airline News, BBC Worldwide News Hour,
SPEEDNEWS, ATW, and Aviation Week & Space Technology. He maintains a focus on the cyclical nature
of the industry to provide his clients with an “early warning” or “wake-up call” by identifying major
turning points in the marketplace.

Mr. Walsh was formerly Director of Market Research for UNC, Inc., and Director of Market Planning and
Corporate Relations for Rohr. He is a graduate of Manhattan College, Columbia University and UCLA,
and has an MS in civil engineering and an MBA.

Barry MacKinnon, VP-Markets & Airline Analysis • Bombardier Regional Aircraft
Barry MacKinnon was appointed to his current position in April 2002. Previously he was Director of Program
Strategy in Aircraft Programs where his group was tasked with market research, forecasting and strategic
planning. Prior to assuming this role, he was Director of Airline Analysis for the Americas for Bombardier.
He originally joined Boeing deHavilland as airline analyst in 1986 and then Canadair’s Regional Jet Division
in 1991. He has been with Bombardier’s Regional Aircraft division since its inception in 1992.

Mr. MacKinnon was elected to the Regional Airline Association (RAA) Associate Member Council in 2001
and re-elected in 2005. He was elected to the Board of Directors of the European Regions Airlines Association
(ERA) in 2003. He is a member of the Lewis University (Romeoville, IL) aviation advisory council and he is
past-Vice Chairman of the Toronto Board of Trade Air Services Committee.

A native of Halifax, Nova Scotia, Mr. MacKinnon is a graduate of Dalhousie University and a post-graduate
of Loughborough University, UK, where he studied Airport Planning and Management. He is an active
private pilot.

Luis Carlos Affonso, Executive VP-Executive Jets • Embraer
Luís Carlos Affonso is responsible for the executive aviation business within Embraer, comprising
business and product strategies, as well as marketing, sales and customer support for this segment.

He has been with Embraer for 23 years. Most recently serving as Senior Vice President of Engineering and
New Product Development, he led the EMBRAER  170/190 program since its inception, strongly
advancing Embraer’s position in the  airline market. Previously, he was Chief Engineer for the ERJ 145
program.

Luis has a Masters degree in Business Administration from the University of São Paulo in Brazil. He
graduated as aeronautical engineer from the Technological Institute of Aeronautics in São José dos
Campos, Brazil, in 1982.

He is a private pilot and glider pilot instructor. He was Brazilian Gliding Champion in the
Olympic Class in 1993.
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Dave Carter, Director of Marketing • Raytheon Airline Aviation Services
Dave Carter has 30 years of experience in the fields of aerospace engineering (aerodynamics and flight
test), sales support, marketing and communications.

He is responsible for all marketing and communications functions concerning the Beechcraft 1900 and
also performs similar duties in support of Raytheon Aircraft Charter and Management.

Dave holds an aerospace engineering degree from Parks College, St. Louis University. He is an
experienced pilot with over 3,000 hours flight time in single and multi-engine aircraft.
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Tom Aniello, VP-Marketing • Cessna Aircraft
Tom Aniello rejoined Cessna in August to succeed retiring Phil Michel as Vice President, Marketing.

Tom was most recently VP and Chief Marketing Officer for Pilatus. He joined Pilatus in 2001 after
eight years at Cessna in Wichita, where he served in a number of sales engineering and marketing
positions, most recently serving as e-Business Director.

He is a native of Titusville, Florida and a graduate of the University of Kansas, holding a Bachelor’s
degree in Aerospace Engineering. Prior to his first tenure at Cessna, he was an engineer with
General Dynamics (now Lockheed Martin) in Fort Worth, Texas, where he worked on
several advanced fighter programs.

Tom  is a private pilot pursuing an instrument rating, and spends his spare time building a
Hatz Classic biplane.

Vern Raburn, President & CEO • Eclipse Aviation
Vern Raburn has led Eclipse Aviation since its inception in 1998.  Its flagship product, the Eclipse 500
VLJ, has received the full Type Certification from the FAA last month.

In the mid-1970s, Raburn opened one of the first computer stores in the U.S.  Shortly thereafter, he
joined Bill Gates as one of the first employees at Microsoft, serving as President of the Consumer
Products Division with responsibility for the company’s entry into the retail channel.

Following his tenure at Microsoft, he served as Executive VP and General Manager of Lotus
Development, where he launched Lotus 1-2-3.  He has also served as Chairman and CEO of Symantec
Corporation and Slate Corporation.  Prior to founding Eclipse, he worked as president of the Paul Allen
Group.

Raburn’s passion for high technology is exceeded only by his love of aviation.

Tri Pham, Mgr.-Strategic Planning & Analysis • Pratt & Whitney Canada
Tri Pham joined Pratt & Whitney Canada in 1983 and worked for seven years as an aerodynamic engineer
in the turbine area.

For three years, he was an account manager for the PW300 engine and has held his current position since
1993, for which he is responsible for business strategy, product planning, market research and forecast as
well as competitive analysis. In 2005, he received P&WC's first President's Award for his pioneering work
on the PW600 engine.

Prior to joining Pratt & Whitney Canada, he worked at Canadair in the advanced design and technology
department.

He holds BS and MS degrees in mechanical engineering with honors, as well as an MBA in finance from
McGill University.



Art Rink, Director-Aircraft Sales • BAE Systems Regional Aircraft
Art Rink is responsible for the sale of used Jetstreams, the BAe 146s and Avro RJs for BAE Systems
Regional Aircraft. He joined BAE in the early 1990s.

In the early 1970s, he worked for Lease-A-Plane in Northbrook, IL. Lease-A-Plane's business model was
taken from the car rental industry; an entrepreneur would purchase a franchise, accept various aircraft
ranging from small trainers to complex twin engine airplanes, and then rent them. These aircraft would be
rented and dropped off at another Lease-A-Plane franchise.

In the early 1980s, he was instrumental in developing a market base for a light general aviation twin called
the Partenavia, manufactured by Alenia. He became U.S. distributor for the aircraft along with Mira
Slovak.

Art holds an Airline Transport Rating with type ratings in Jetream 30 Series aircraft. He owns a 1940
Rearwin Cloudster which he restored and flies recreationally.
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Dean Roberts, Director of Business Development • Rolls-Royce NA
Dean Roberts, a 23-year veteran of the industry, is responsible for strategy development for Rolls-Royce
North America's Regional and Corporate Aircraft business unit.

Prior to this role he worked for seven years in the company headquarters where he produced valuation
studies of acquisition targets, competitor analysis, and scenario analysis of product development options.
In the mid-1980's he was a Market Strategy and Planning Manager for the Airline Business in Derby, UK,
where he was involved in the early stages of the Trent engine market assessments and forecasts for the
establishment of the BMW Rolls-Royce joint venture (now Rolls-Royce Deutschland).

Mr. Roberts has extensive aerospace industry experience and has presented on strategy themes to the
McIntire School of Commerce at University of Virginia, the Kelley School of Business at Indiana
University, and Cranfield University, England. He completed his doctorate program at Cranfield
University.

 Ed White, Director-Marketing, Propulsion Systems • Honeywell
Ed White is responsible for Honeywell's product and technology roadmaps into new engines, the latest
being the HTF7000, HTS900, HTF10000 and many others. He is also involved in Honeywell's
Forecasting & Strategic Planning/M&A activities. He has been with Honeywell since 1985.

Ed has almost 40 years experience in the jet engine/aerospace industry. Previously working for
AlliedSignal, he led company marketing efforts into the acquisition of Textron Lycoming Gas Turbines,
the launch of the new generation TFE731-20/40/50/60 engines, the CFE738 and F124/F125joint ventures
and various other M&A activities. He also worked for Pratt & Whitney Canada from 1968-1984.

Ed has a degree in Mechanical Engineering & Aerospace from University of Toronto, and an MBA from
McGill University.

Matthew Andersson, Sr. Aviation Consultant • CRA International
Matt Andersson has over 25 years of civil commercial aviation operations, investment and management
experience in the business and regional aviation sectors.  He is a Senior Consultant to CRA International
(Charles River Associates), a leading publicly-traded economics, finance and business strategy firm and
supports their aerospace, defense and transportation practices.

In 1998, he founded Indigo, the nation’s first corporate jet airline, backed by American Express
Corporation.  Mr. Andersson also worked in banking with Merrill Lynch & Company and in the
telecommunications industry with Ameritech International.

He is the author of several publications on strategy, privatization and policy in the aviation,
telecommunications and banking industries and has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, The
Financial Times, The Economist, The New York Times and BBC Radio, among others.
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Gilbert W. Speed • Conference Chairman
Gilbert Speed has spent more than 50 years in the aviation industry. He started as a student apprentice in
1952 at The Bristol Aeroplane Company (now part of BAE SYSTEMS). In 1957 he moved to the US and
worked as a Development Engineer on new aircraft for Eastern Airlines in New York, working on the DC-
8 and Lockheed Electra. In 1959, he joined Pan Am as a Structures Engineer, and later as an Aeronautical
Engineer. At Pan Am he worked on the specifications for the 727, 707 Freighter, Concorde, and Dassault
Fanjet Falcon.

He left Pan Am in 1965 to become VP Marketing for Tridair Industries in California. In 1968, he founded
Transequip (now part of Telair International), which manufactured composite panels, cargo and baggage
containers and cargo systems; he sold his interests in 1978.

Mr. Speed founded SPEEDNEWS in 1979, and in 1991, launched SPEEDNEWS DEFENSE BIWEEKLY.
In 1986, he started the first conference dedicated to briefing suppliers.

Dr. Kevin Michaels, Principal • AeroStrategy
Kevin Michaels is a co-founder of AeroStrategy and manages its US office in Ann Arbor, MI. He has over
20 years experience in aviation, which includes a broad range of consulting expertise developed from
engagements with leading aviation and aerospace companies throughout the world.

Dr. Michaels was previously a Principal with The Canaan Group and Director-Strategic Development with
Rockwell Collins Government Systems. He began his career as a project engineer with Williams
International.

Dr. Michaels holds BS (aerospace engineering) and MBA degrees from the University of Michigan and
MSc and PhD degrees in international relations from the London School of Economics.

Brian T. Foley, President • Brian Foley Associates
Brian Foley brings a quarter century of aviation industry experience to the table in both commercial and
corporate aviation. For the past 20 years, he served as a Director for Dassault Falcon Jet Corp.

Mr. Foley is affiliated with the National Aircraft Finance Association (NAFA). He also participates with
the National Aircraft Resale Association (NARA), and is a member of National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA).  On the Transportation Research Board (TRB), his opinions on the VLJ (Very Light
Jet) market are used by the FAA for traffic forecasts.  He also serves on a panel of industry experts for a
major international financial institution, where as a corporate aviation expert he presents directly to groups
of investors.

His career began at Boeing in both engineering and marketing capacities for the commercial aircraft
division. He holds a dual degree in mechanical and aerospace engineering from Syracuse University, as
well as an MBA from Seattle University.

Dr. Ronald J. Epstein, VP-Equity Research • Merrill Lynch
Ronald J. Epstein joined Merrill Lynch in 2001 as an Industry Analyst.

He follows Aerospace/Defense and Multi-Industrial Companies with large aerospace components.  Prior
to joining Merrill Lynch, he was a research scientist working in the Applied Aerodynamics Technology
Group at Boeing Phantom Works.

During that time, he was also an adjunct faculty member in the Department of Mechanical Engineering
at Washington University in St. Louis, where he taught courses on Fluid Dynamics and Control
Systems.

Ron completed his MBA with honors from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.  He
also holds a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Duke University and a BA with highest honors from
Skidmore College.


